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Villa Antonia – The property 

 
 

 
Set on top of a hill, dominating the surrounding environment, the luxurious Villa Antonia sits on 2 hectares 
of land. It grants spectacular views with crystal clear waters of Ligurian see from every window.  The 
property comprises 2 separate buildings with different functions, all surrounded by typical Mediterranean 
vegetation. Suites Olive is a part of the main building and can host up to 8 guests. 
Suites Limoni is an independent small villa and can host up to 4 guests. Both Suites has common relaxing 
areas such as Tennis court and 12 meters long swimming pool with panoramic view.  
 Each villa has guest suites, main living area, dining room, a fully equipped professional kitchen, several 
covered terraces. All the guests can relax in the beautiful park that surrounds Villa Antonia with “terraced” 
olive tree garden, lemon trees and other typical Mediterranean plants. The pool is surrounded by a 
large  patio on several levels with an alfresco dining area, a wooden burning grill and an outdoor kitchen, 
making it the ideal place for entertaining families with kids, romantic couples or a group of friends in a 
rustic, genuine Ligurian atmosphere.  
All the guests are welcomed to use the free wi-fi and the parking space within the property. 

 Of all the charming places in the Riviera, the neighbourhood town Laigueglia is beyond doubt one of 
the most romantic and picturesque places, with its sandy beaches, narrow streets, majestic Rococo Church 
and typical Ligurian cuisine restaurants. Infact a Michelin star chef has just arrived in the restaurant next 
doors to Villa Antonia , where you will try the local vines combined with the most exqquisite Ligurian 
cuisine. 
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Suites Olive 

 
Suites Olive is a luxury apartment in the main building having 3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, a dining room, 
Each Bedroom has marvellous terraces with outstanding views on the crystal-clear waters of Ligurian sea.  
The common area has living room with flat screen tv and a modern and fully equipped kitchen. 
The villa can host up to 8 people  
 

 

 

Suites Olive 

 
Suites Limoni is a small and cosy independent villa with 2 bedrooms , living room, fully equipped Kitchen, 
and a bathroom. Villa Limoni  is surrounded by large patios overlooking the beautiful Ligurian bay, 
vineyards and olive trees. 
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